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Per the FCC, this is a list of the most frequently cited issues of concern to the people in the WBHM/WSGN
listening area during the last quarter. The list details the most significant programs addressing these issues. All
of these programs were published at WBHM.ORG and broadcast on WBHM 90.3 FM and WSGN 91.5 FM
between January 1, 2015 and March 31, 2015. The list includes the following issues:

ARTS

ECONOMY

EDUCATION

GOVERNMENT

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Despite Judicial Confusion, Gay Couples Begin To Marry In Alabama
2015-02-10; 15:44
Despite judicial confusion throughout Alabama, on Monday several Alabama counties did issue same-sex
couples marriage licenses, including in Birmingham, Huntsville and Montgomery. Rachel Osier Lindley
explains what happened across the state the day Alabama became the 37th to recognize same-sex marriage. ;
3:20.

Kyle Whitmire: Diluting The Birmingham Water Works Board
2015-03-18;
Alabama's largest water system is run by the Birmingham Water Works Board. Its holdings expand well
beyond the city and even Jefferson county. The board's members are appointed by the Birmingham City
Council, but in recent years the state legislature has stepped in, trying to change the composition of the board.
Here to talk more about the issues behind the Birmingham Water Works Board is Kyle Whitmire. He's a
political commentator for the Alabama Media group, and he joins us most Wednesdays; .

ARTS

Movie Stirs Memories in Selma
2015-01-14; 5:45, 7:45, 15:45
The Golden Globe Awards are Sunday and one film that could pick up a few statues is Selma . The film
depicts the 1965 Selma-to-Montgomery marches which led to the passage of the Voting Rights Act. This
weekend, Paramount Pictures began free screenings in the movie's namesake town in Alabama.; 3:18.

Birmingham Museum Of Art To Feature Paintings By Dutch Masters
2015-01-30;
The Birmingham Museum of Art opens a new exhibit Saturday that features works of well-known Dutch and
Flemish masters. The exhibition called "Small Treasures" includes paintings by Rembrandt, Vermeer and
their contemporaries. These artists are often known for large canvases, but these paintings are small.; .
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New Play Tells Nelson Mandela's Story Through Video, Dance and Poetry
2015-02-05; 5:45, 7:45, 15:45
Nelson Mandela, former South African President and anti-apartheid revolutionary, was the inspiration for a
new play co-written by Birmingham poet Sharrif Simmons. Red Mountain Theater Company's production of
"Mandela" premiers tonight. Simmons sat down with WBHM to discuss what Mandela means today, and how
he worked to contemporize Mandela's story -- including using a video screen at the heart of the production. ;
3:30.

Shaping History with a Camera
2015-02-06; 6:45, 8:45, 16:45
In March, Selma will mark the 50th anniversary of Bloody Sunday. That's the day police beat demonstrators
attempting to march to Montgomery in support of voting rights. Saturday an exhibit opens in Selma of some
of the most iconic images of that day. They're from the late photographer Spider Martin.; 3:56.

Says You! Host and Creator Richard Sher Dies
2015-02-11;
The creator, executive producer and host of the long-running wordplay program Says You! died February 9th
after a battle with cancer. ; .

Alabama Symphony Orchestra Appoints New Conductor
2015-02-12;
Carlos Izcaray performs his first concert as music director designate during two Masterworks concerts this
weekend. He spoke with WBHM's Michael Krall...; 6:06.

Running Birmingham Track Club's 1200 Mile Challenge
2015-02-17; 6:44, 8:44
Approximately 5,000 runners hit the streets of Birmingham this weekend for the annual Mercedes-Benz
Marathon. WBHM contributor Javacia Harris Bowser recently started running with one club that's training for
the race. But this group -- The Birmingham Track Club -- sets an even more ambitious goal for its members:
Run 1200 miles in one year. ; .

Interview: Leonard Nimoy
2015-02-28;
Leonard Nimoy, best known for his role as Mr. Spock on Star Trek has died at the age of 83. In 2009,
WBHM's Michael Krall interviewed Nimoy who came to Birmingham to give a lecture about his
photography. While there were plenty of questions regarding his photography, Nimoy also took time to talk
about his role as Mr. Spock.; .

Interview: Wye Oak
2015-03-24; 0600, 0800. 1600
Thursday night, the band Wye Oak, Brooklyn composer William Brittelle, and the Alabama Symphony
Orchestra collaborate on innovative orchestral re-imaginings of Wye Oak songs. WBHM's Michael Krall
spoke with band member Andy Stack about the concert and the band's sound...; 4:53.

ArcLight Stories: Birmingham's own true stories
2015-03-26;
ArcLight Stories features live storytelling from right here in Birmingham. No notes, no outlines. Just great
storytellers sharing great (true) stories. In partnership with WBHM, ArcLight Stories is a now an ongoing
radio show! The next broadcast is today at 2pm and 7pm. Listen to previous episodes by clicking above.; .
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ECONOMY

Cindy Fisher Crawford: Magic City Marketplace
2015-01-05; 6:45, 8:45, 16:45
From more downtown development to modest employment gains, Birmingham's economy finished 2014
ahead of where it started the year. With 2015 now underway we look at what's to come for the area in the
year's first Magic City Marketplace. Birmingham Business Journal editor Cindy Fisher Crawford tells
WBHM's Andrew Yeager about a couple of key people worth watching -- Birmingham Mayor William Bell
and UAB President Ray Watts.; 4:00.

Cindy Fisher Crawford: Magic City Marketplace
2015-01-12; 6:35, 8:35, 16:45
Monday is the college football national championship game and for the first time in five years, it won't feature
a team from Alabama. Despite missing that top spot this season, college football continues to be a winner for
the state economically. We explain in this week's Magic City Marketplace. ; 4:00.

Cindy Fisher Crawford: Magic City Marketplace
2015-01-19; 6:45, 8:45, 16:45
UAB President Ray Watts has lost no confidence votes by two student governing bodies and the Faculty
Senate this month, but he says he won't resign. It doesn't look like the Alabama System Board of Trustees will
force him to either. Those votes were sparked by his announcement last month he's ending UAB's football,
bowling and rifle programs. With such ill feelings about his handling of that decision, it does raise the
question of how effective he'll be in that position now. We talk about it in this week's Magic City
Marketplace.; 4:00.

Alabama's Growing Trade Relationship With China
2015-01-21;
The Chinese ambassador to the United States, Cui Tiankai, is visiting Birmingham this week as part of the
Birmingham International Center's 2015 spotlight on China. For WBHM, Amy Sedlis met with BIC Board
President, Marty Connors, to learn more about Alabama and China's trade relationship ; .

Auburn University's Rural Studio Brings 20K Houses To Hale County
2015-01-21;
For some residents of Alabama's Black Belt, good housing can be hard to come by. In Hale County, 30
percent of the population lives below the poverty line -- meaning an individual lives on less than $11,670 a
year. A group from Auburn University wants to help by designing an efficient and inexpensive house that
anyone could afford. For WBHM, Ashley Cleek visited Newbern, Alabama to check out the homes. ; .

Developers Receive Approval For New Downtown Publix Designs, Permits
2015-01-29;
The Birmingham Design Review Board on Wednesday approved developers design plans and permits for a
Publix grocery store downtown at 3rd Avenue South and 20th Street. The 35,000 square foot grocery and
pharmacy will anchor a $20 million dollar development that will include three apartment buildings, retail
stores, restaurants, and office space. ; .

Magic City Marketplace: The Future of the Historic Tax Credit
2015-02-02; 6:45, 8:45, 16:45
Some of downtown Birmingham's redevelopment projects have been helped along by Alabama's historic tax
credit. But that credit is capped and will sunset next year. So developers and political leaders are debating
what to do with this popular incentive. We hear more from Cindy Fisher Crawford in this week's Magic City
Marketplace. ; 4:00.
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Magic City Marketplace: Free College Tuition
2015-02-09; 6:35, 8:35, 16:45
President Obama cast a spotlight on community colleges when he announced a plan last month to offer free
tuition at such institutions. It's a plan that could have significant effect on Alabama as the state tries to make
its 2-year college system a bigger educational and economic player. We talk about it in this week's Magic City
Marketplace. ; 4:00.

Nick Patterson: Poverty Still A Problem In Booming Downtown Birmingham
2015-02-12; 16:44, 18:44
Birmingham is in the midst of a revival, with increased economic and real estate development. But in a city
where about thirty percent of the population lives in poverty -- that's nearly twice the national average -- the
staff of the Birmingham weekly newspaper WELD say the shine of the city's revitalization can distract from
some of its biggest problems. Since May, they've been exploring poverty in Birmingham. Nick Patterson,
editor of WELD, joins Rachel Osier Lindley to talk about the city's poverty problem.; 6:00.

Magic City Marketplace: Gay Marriage and the Workplace
2015-02-16; 6:35, 8:35, 16:45
It's now been one week since same-sex couples could get marriage licenses in Alabama. Most counties are
now following a federal judges' ruling overturning the state's ban on gay marriage and the decision could also
affect employers. We talk about that in this week's Magic City Marketplace. ; 4:00.

'Sam' To Bring Produce To Food Deserts
2015-02-20; 15:30; 17:30, 05:30; 7:30
The economic development group REV Birmingham has turned a federal grant into a refrigerated truck meant
to bring fresh produce to Birmingham's food deserts. The truck's name is Sam. WBHM's Joseph Thornton has
the story. ; 0:40 265 words.

Magic City Marketplace: Birmingham Job Market
2015-02-23; 6:45, 8:45, 16:45
Birmingham's unemployment rate is at its lowest point since the recession and about 5,000 jobs were added
last year. That's good news. But the shiny headlines are tempered by the fact that Birmingham job growth is
slower than other southeastern cities. We talk about that in this week's Magic City Marketplace.; 4:00.

Magic City Marketplace: Hospitals Set to Merge
2015-03-02; 6:45, 8:45, 16:45
Hospitals around Birmingham are preparing for a major shift in the healthcare marketplace -- the proposed
merger of Baptist Health System and Brookwood Medical Center. That deal could close as soon as next
month and would combine two big players in Birmingham healthcare. Thats where we start in this week's
Magic City Marketplace. ; 4:00.

Magic City Marketplace: A Long Time Coming
2015-03-09; 6:45, 8:45, 16:45
Much has been written about the investment and nightlife along Second Avenue North in Birmingham as a
sign of the city center's rising fortune. But the area's comeback isn't just a post-recession story. And it's one
economic development leaders hope isn't done. We talk about that in this week's Magic City Marketplace. ;
3:36.

Magic City Marketplace: A Snapshot of the Convention and Event Businesss
2015-03-16; 6:45, 8:45, 16:45
Birmingham did not win the 2016 Democratic National Convention. Nor has it hosted an NCAA basketball
tournament game in years. But players in Birmingham's tourism and convention industry are working to keep
a steady stream of events through the city. We have a snapshot of that industry in this week's Magic City
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Marketplace. ; 4:00.

EDUCATION

Schools Start Later Thursday Due To Cold
2015-01-07;
More than 30 Alabama school systems are delaying opening on Thursday because of forecasts of bitterly cold
weather. Most of the postponements are in north and central Alabama. But systems as far south as southeast
Alabama also are telling students to come later than normal. Officials are delaying openings because of
temperatures in the single-digits and teens and wind-child readings that are expected to fall below zero in
areas. ; .

UAB Will Hire Firm To Review Financials Cited In Decision To Cut Football Program
2015-01-09; 16:44
UAB President Dr. Ray Watts says an independent financial firm will reevaluate numbers originally used to
cut the football, bowling and rifle team. However, the university will not field a football team in 2015.
WBHM's News Director Rachel Osier Lindley discusses the press conference.; .

UAB Faculty Senate Passes No Confidence Resolution in President Ray Watts
2015-01-15; 8:45
Thursday morning, UAB's Faculty Senate passed a resolution expressing no confidence in university president
Ray Watts. It's the latest fallout from his decision to end UAB's football, bowling, and rifle programs. Watts
has said he would not resign even if the resolution passed. WBHM's Rachel Osier Lindley has this recap.;
3:51.

Pepper Spray Trial Set For Tuesday
2015-01-16; 12:00
Barring a last-minute settlement, the Southern Poverty Law Center's suit against the Birmingham Police
Department over officers using pepper spray on city students will go forward in federal court Tuesday
morning. WBHM's education reporter Dan Carsen has more.; 550 words.

BPD Issues Statement On Looming Pepper-Spray Trial
2015-01-19; 12:00
If you read this after 10 a.m. on Tuesday, January 20, the day after Martin Luther King Day, witnesses may
already be on the stand in a federal courtroom in yet another Birmingham trial with civil rights implications.
Barring a last-minute settlement, the Southern Poverty Law Center's suit against the Birmingham Police
Department over officers using mace on city students will go forward, and lawyers representing the city and
the police are promising a vigorous defense. WBHM's Dan Carsen has more.; 1,000 words.

Carsen And Lindley Talk Alabama Schools' Low Test Scores
2015-01-26; 15:44; 17:44; 06:44; 08:44
School test results have been in the news across Alabama lately, often next to words like "sobering" and "not
on track." So what's going on? WBHM's News Director Rachel Osier Lindley sits down with education
reporter Dan Carsen to shed light on a complex and heated issue. Carsen just returned from a conference put
on by NPR's Ed Team, and part of that "Ed Summit" dealt with testing. Perfect timing for a
while-the-iron-is-hot interview. ; 5:30.

Supporters Rally for School Choice As Alabama Waits for AAA Ruling
2015-01-27;
As the state legislature prepares to take up the subject of charter schools and the state supreme court readies a
ruling on the controversial Alabama Accountability Act, hundreds are expected to gather in Montgomery on
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Wednesday to rally for expanded school choice.; .

UA BOT Member On Dr. Ray Watts, UAB Football Controversy
2015-02-04; 06:44, 08:44
Supporters of the University of Alabama at Birmingham's recently canceled football program have vowed to
protest when the UA System Board of Trustees meets in Birmingham later this week. WBHM contributor
Greg Bass spoke with Board of Trustees member Finis St. John of Cullman about the controversy surrounding
UAB football and the role of the Board of Trustees in the governance of UAB.; 6:05.

Lectures Behind Bars
2015-02-13; 6:45, 8:45, 16:45
Few people normally go to Donaldson Correctional Facility, a state prison in far western Jefferson County.
But twice a month UAB faculty travel to this maximum security prison to lecture to inmates. It's been
happening for almost three decades. Reporter Ashley Cleek sits in on a class.; 4:04.

Schools Delayed Due To Potential For Icy Roads
2015-02-23;
Several schools around north central Alabama are on delayed starts Monday.; .

Lingering Ice and Snow Closes or Delays Schools
2015-02-27;
Lingering ice and snow from Wednesday's winter storm has some schools, particularly in north Alabama,
closed or delayed Friday; .

INTERVIEW: State Senator Del Marsh On New Charter School Bill
2015-03-03; 06:45, 08:45, 16:44
Charter schools are public schools exempt from many of the curriculum and staffing rules that apply to
standard schools. But to stay open, charters are supposed to meet achievement goals spelled out in their
charter contract. Alabama is one of eight states that does not allow charter schools, but that could change
soon. After failing to pass a charter bill in 2012, Republican lawmakers are trying again in the session that's
starting today, March 3, 2015. WBHM's education reporter Dan Carsen caught up with Senate President Pro
Tem Del Marsh, the charter bill's sponsor. He says being late to the game is actually an advantage.; 6:00.

INTERVIEW: Trisha Powell Crain On State Supreme Court Upholding Alabama Accountability Act
2015-03-04; 06:45, 08:45, 16:44
The Alabama Accountability Act has been controversial since the night it passed the state legislature in 2013.
What started as a school flexibility bill morphed into a way to give tax credits and scholarships to students to
attend other public schools and private schools. But late Monday the state Supreme Court upheld the law.
WBHM's Dan Carsen caught up with Alabama School Connection writer Trisha Powell Crain to talk it over.
Crain starts with a brief overview of the Act, and some concerns.; .

INTERVIEW: Recovering Heroin Addict Brad Blount On A Dark Time, And How He Escaped It
2015-03-10; 06:45, 08:45, 16:44
Heroin use is on the rise in Alabama. And contrary to old stereotypes, it doesn't respect race, class, or
neighborhood boundaries. Brad Blount of Vestavia Hills is proof. He's from a solid family in that well-heeled
suburb, but the 24-year-old tells WBHM's Dan Carsen that despite it all, his life took a dark turn.; .

INTERVIEW: US Secretary Of Education Arne Duncan
2015-03-19; 15:44, 17:44, 05:44, 07:44
According to the U.S. Department of Education, Alabama's high school graduation rate jumped eight percent
between the years 2011 and 2013. That may not sound like a lot, but it was one of the largest increases in the
country, which also saw its rate increase while racial gaps decreased. WBHM's education reporter Dan Carsen
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caught up with U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan to talk about what the numbers mean for the state
and for the nation.; 5:00.

The City Of Saint Jude
2015-03-22; 6:44, 8:44, 15:44
This month marks the celebration of the 50th anniversary of the Voting Rights March from Selma to
Montgomery. On the eve of marching to the state capitol building, protestors stayed at The City of St Jude. It's
not actually a city, but a Catholic mission that takes up two city blocks in west Montgomery. It was started in
the 1930s in an attempt to address the lack of education and healthcare for African-Americans in the South.
It's association with voting rights may be seen favorably now, but it was not always held in high regard.
Reporter Ashley Cleek brings us this story of a place before its time.; 4:55.

Heroin in Alabama: Preventing Addiction In Schools
2015-03-24; 05:44, 07:44, 15:44, 17:44
In Part One of WBHM's five-part series, we heard about how and why heroin use is on the rise in Alabama.
Now in Part Two, education reporter Dan Carsen looks at how some young people are trying to slow its
spread in their schools. The story starts with a confession in a small office just outside downtown
Birmingham.; 5:55.

GOVERNMENT

Nancy Worley and Alabama's Democratic Party in 2015
2015-01-07;
What's in store for Alabama's fractured Democratic Party in 2015? A humorous holiday letter sent from party
chairwoman Nancy Worley has al.com and Birmingham News political commentator Kyle Whitmire
concerned about the party's future. ; .

John Archibald: The Northern Beltline Boondoggle
2015-01-08; 6:45, 8:45
Supporters of the Northern Beltline had a good 2014. Construction began on the planned 52-mile, $5 billion
interstate highway stretching across the northern half of Jefferson County. Critics have long pointed to the
price tag as a reason to abandon the proposal, but some new maps and data are adding to the cry of
boondoggle. We talk about it with Alabama Media Group columnist John Archibald.; 5:30.

Kyle Whitmire: Leadership in the Legislature and at UAB
2015-01-14;
The Alabama Legislature met for their organizational session this week, and much of their key leadership will
remain the same. What does this mean for this year's legislative session? Kyle Whitmire from AL.com and
The Birmingham News joins us to discuss this, along with the potential no confidence vote for UAB President
Dr. Ray Watts. ; .

John Archibald: No Confidence Vote on UAB President
2015-01-15; 6:45
The UAB Faculty Senate will vote Thursday morning on a resolution expressing no confidence in university
president Ray Watts. It's the latest fallout from his decision to end UAB's football, bowling and rifle
programs. This is in addition to no confidence resolutions passed by the Graduate Student Government and
the Undergraduate Student Government Association, the latter saying Watts misled people and didn't
adequately inform the UAB community.; 5:30.

Two Churches Join Forces For MLK Holiday Worship and Community Service
2015-01-17;
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Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. once said, "The most segregated time of the week is on Sunday." Reverend James
Sutton and Reverend Steven Castello, the leaders of Ardent Church and Holy Trinity World Outreach
Ministry, are determined to change that. The two Birmingham churches -- one majority black, the other
majority white -- are coming together this weekend to honor Dr. King Jr. by fostering friendships between the
members of their congregations. ; .

Kyle Whitmire: Alabama Is The Butt Of The Joke, Twice
2015-01-21;
Alabama starred in two segments on The Daily Show this month. According to Alabama Media Group
political commentator Kyle Whitmire, that's what happens when lawmakers push through laws without
considering the (sometimes absurd) unintended consequences. ; .

John Archibald: Birmingham to Host 2021 World Games
2015-01-22; 6:45, 8:45
Birmingham leaders are celebrating today's announcement the city has won the chance to host the 2021 World
Games. It's an international competition of non-Olympic sports. Birmingham beat Lima, Peru, and Ufa,
Russia, to capture the games. City officials are not only talking about history and civic pride but economic
impact as well. We hear reaction from Alabama Media Group columnist John Archibald.; 6:00.

Federal Judge In Alabama Rules Same-Sex Marriage Ban Unconstitutional
2015-01-25;
Alabama has become the latest state to see its ban on gay marriage fall to a federal court ruling, as the issue of
same-sex marriage heads to the U.S. Supreme Court. U.S. District Callie V.S. Granade ruled Friday in favor
of two Mobile women who sued to challenge Alabama's refusal to recognize their marriage performed in
California. Alabama's Attorney General's Office has asked the judge to put a stay on the ruling.; .

Federal Judge Puts Temporary Hold on Same-Sex Marriage Decision
2015-01-26; 08:45
Alabama same-sex couples who hoped to get marriage licenses today will have to wait a few more weeks to
see if the state will legally recognize their relationships. A federal judge put a two-week hold on her decision
striking down Alabama's ban on same-sex marriage. WBHM's Rachel Osier Lindley spoke to Andrew Yeager
about what happened over the weekend and what might happen next. ; 4:04.

Same-Sex Couple In Birmingham Denied Marriage License
2015-01-26; 15:35; 16:35 17:35
Greg Mullins and Josh Laning went to the Jefferson County Courthouse to apply for a marriage license today,
despite the two-week stay on a Friday decision striking down Alabama's same-sex marriage ban. They have
been thinking about getting married for years, but they never believed it would be possible in Alabama.; 1:15.

Alabama Appeals Same-Sex Ruling
2015-01-27;
The state of Alabama is appealing a federal judge's order overturning the state's ban on same-sex marriage.
Attorney General Luther Strange's office filed notice Monday with the 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
saying it would challenge Friday's ruling by a district court judge in Mobile.; .

Kyle Whitmire: Alabama Leaders React To Same-Sex Marriage Decision
2015-01-28;
The Southern Poverty Law Center has filed a judicial ethics complaint against Alabama Chief Justice Roy
Moore. The complaint stems from Moore's criticism of a federal judge's ruling Friday striking down
Alabama's ban on same-sex marriage. Moore called it "judicial tyranny." Meanwhile, State Representative
Patricia Todd, Alabama's first openly gay legislator, said she would "not stand by and allow legislators to talk
about 'family values' when they have affairs." Alabama Media Group political commentator Kyle Whitmire
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sorts through the reactions as Alabama moves towards possibly becoming the 37th state to recognize
same-sex marriage. ; .

John Archibald: Alabamian vs. American
2015-01-29; 6:45, 8:45
A federal judge who struck down Alabama's same-sex marriage ban has released a letter clarifying the ruling
applies to all government officials, not just those named in the suit. The ruling is on hold for now, but it's the
latest in a legal firestorm sparked Friday when the decision came down. We talk about it with Alabama Media
Group columnist John Archibald.; 6:00.

Stay On Same-Sex Marriage Decision From U.S. Supreme Court Unlikely
2015-02-03; 16:44
A federal appeals court has cleared the way for same-sex marriages to begin next week in Alabama. The state
has seen political debate, along with a few stays, motions and rulings since U.S. District Judge Callie Granade
struck down Alabama's ban on same-sex marriage last month. Here to sort through what the courts are up to is
Henry Strickland, dean of the Cumberland School of Law at Samford University. He says it's unlikely the
U.S. Supreme Court would honor Alabama Attorney General Luther Strange's request for a stay. ; 4:25.

Appeals Court Denies Stay Request On Alabama Same-Sex Marriage Decision
2015-02-03;
Alabama Attorney General Luther Strange on Tuesday asked the Supreme Court to keep a hold on a district
judge's decision overturning the state's ban on gay marriage. The filing came after the 11th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals refused to issue a stay, paving the way for Alabama to become the 37th state where gays can
legally wed.; .

Alabama Chief Justice Roy Moore Tells Probate Judges They Don't Have To Issue Marriage Licenses To
Same-Sex Couples
2015-02-04; 16:44, 18:44
Barring a stay from the U.S. Supreme Court, probate courts around Alabama will begin offering marriage
licenses to same-sex couples on Monday, February 9. But Alabama Chief Justice Roy Moore sent a letter to
probate judges this week telling them they're not required to issue marriage licenses to same-sex couples. And
in some counties, probate judges say they'll stop performing marriage ceremonies. Alabama Media Group
political commentator Kyle Whitmire joins WBHM to discuss this and more. ; 6:00.

John Archibald: Roy Moore and Same-Sex Marriage
2015-02-05; 6:45, 8:45
Monday appears to be the day for same-sex couples in Alabama. Barring action by the U.S. Supreme Court, a
federal judge's ruling will go into effect making Alabama the 37th state to recognize same-sex marriage. One
of the most outspoken opponents of the ruling is Alabama Chief Justice Roy Moore. But Alabama Media
Group columnist John Archibald suggest there's more to Moore than religion-infused pronouncements.; 5:00.

Same-Sex Marriages Begin In Alabama On Monday
2015-02-06; 16:35, 17:35
Barring a last-minute stay from the U.S. Supreme Court, on Monday Alabama becomes the 37th state to
recognize same-sex marriage. Despite some heated political debate, most probate courts around the state are
getting ready to issue marriage licenses to gay couples. But some wont be following suit. ; .

Alabama's Only Openly Gay Lawmaker Overjoyed as State Recognizes Gay Marriage
2015-02-09; 5:45, 7:45, 15:45
On Monday Alabama probate judges can begin issuing marriage licenses to same-sex couples. It's the result of
a decision last month from a federal judge in Mobile striking down the state's ban on gay marriage.
Birmingham Representative Patricia Todd is the only openly gay lawmaker in the state legislature. WBHM's
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Andrew Yeager spoke to her about this turn of events. Todd starts by explaining what happened last week
when an envelope with no return address was delivered to her Montgomery office.; 4:12.

Alabama Recognizes Same-Sex Marriage
2015-02-09;
We track reports from around the state on February 9th, the date a federal judge's order overturning Alabama's
gay marriage ban goes into effect.; .

Alabama Gay Marriage: One Couple's Story
2015-02-09; 15:45, 17:45, 6:45
Probate judges in at least 9 Alabama counties say they'll issue marriage licenses to same-sex couples. This
comes after the U.S. Supreme Court declined to put a hold on a lower court judge's ruling which struck down
Alabamaâ��s gay marriage ban. That decision went into effect Monday. Ashley Cleek followed one couple,
among the first in Alabama to receive a same-sex marriage license.; 3:38.

Kyle Whitmire: Alabama's Top Stories, Harper Lee's New Book and Same-Sex Marriage
2015-02-11; 16:44, 18:44
Alabama has been in the national spotlight for two reasons this February: "To Kill A Mockingbird" author
Harper Lee says she'll release a new book, and some Alabama started issuing marriage licenses to same-sex
couples on Monday. Both are controversial, for their own reasons. Kyle Whitmire, political commentator for
the Alabama Media Group joins WBHM to discuss these stories and more. ; 6:00.

John Archibald: Same-Sex Marriage Confusion
2015-02-12; 6:45, 8:45
More Alabama probate judges are issuing marriage licenses to same-sex couples after a federal judge's ruling
striking down Alabama's gay marriage ban went into effect on Monday. It's not all counties as some judges
cite an order by Alabama Chief Justice Roy Moore instructing judges not to follow the federal ruling. While
gay marriage advocates celebrated in the counties which did issue licenses to same-sex couples, Alabama
remains a state where opposition to gay marriage is high.; 5:28.

Kyle Whitmire: AL's Resistance To Same-Sex Marriage Could Hurt The State's Economy
2015-02-18;
Apple might be headed into the auto manufacturing business. Appleâ��s CEO -- Tim Cook -- is from
Alabama, and the state is known as an auto-manufacturing hot-spot. Alabama sounds like a natural fit for the
company's automotive expansion. But Alabama Media Group political commentator Kyle Whitmire says the
state's recent bad press surrounding same-sex marriage might turn companies off of doing business here. ; .

John Archibald: Thousands Continue to be Spent on City Travel
2015-02-19; 6:45, 8:45
The Birmingham mayor's office and city council spent more than $300,000 dollars on travel last year, more
than any other city in Alabama. So far in 2015 the trend has continued. It's an issue Alabama Media Group
columnist John Archibald has written about regularly.; 5:33.

Alabama's Prison Reform Task Force Readies Bill For 2015 Legislative Session
2015-02-24; 6:44, 8:44
Alabama's overcrowded prison system has been under close scrutiny since the Justice Department started
investigating it last year. If big changes aren't made during the upcoming legislative session, the state risks a
federal takeover. Alabama's Prison Reform Task Force is working to draft legislation to improve the prison
system. State Senator Cam Ward of Alabaster is the task force's chairman. Ward sat down with WBHM's
Rachel Osier Lindley to talk about the proposed legislation, and who has been involved in the process.; 5:24.

Winter Storm Warning for N. Central Alabama -- Schools Closing, Gov. Bentley Declares State Of
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Emergency
2015-02-24;
The National Weather Service has issued a winter storm warning for much of north central Alabama from 9
a.m. Wednesday though midnight Wednesday. The warning covers an area roughly along the Interstate 20
corridor and north. UAB classes and campus operations will be cancelled for Wednesday, Feb. 25th and
additional cancellations are likely.; .

Area Schools Closed Or Delay Start Thursday
2015-02-26;
While most of the heavy snow missed the greater Birmingham area, many schools are on delayed starts for
Thursday due to the threat of ice and dangerous travel. North of the Birmingham metro, which saw much
higher snowfall on Wednesday, some school systems are closed.; .

John Archibald: Memo Details UAB's Defensive Plan
2015-02-26; 6:45, 8:45
UAB President Ray Watts faced a strong backlash after ending the university's football program in December.
Football boosters were upset, but Watts also lost three "no confidence" votes over governance issues. As this
unfolded, Watts worked with a private public relations firm to combat the fallout. A memo obtained by
AL.com details the strategy.; 5:00.

The General Fund Budget Pie
2015-02-27; 5:45, 7:45, 15:45
State lawmakers will gather in Montgomery Tuesday to kick off this year's legislative session. One of the
biggest issues they face is how to make up for a projected shortfall in the General Fund budget. There are no
easy fixes.; 4:16.

The 2015 Alabama legislative session kicks off on Tuesday
2015-02-27;
The 2015 Alabama legislative session kicks off on Tuesday. From prisons to the state's budget deficit to
education, this year's session will be full of important -- and even controversial -- issues. Here to give us a
preview of what to expect is Don Dailey, host of Alabama Public Television's Capital Journal.; .

Remembering The Death That Sparked The Selma Marches
2015-03-04; 06:45, 8:45
This week marks the 50th anniversary of Bloody Sunday, the day police in Alabama beat marchers going
from Selma to Montgomery in support of voting rights. Less well-known is the violent confrontation that
sparked the Selma marches. It happened a few weeks earlier during a demonstration in Marion, a small town
near Selma. A black civil rights activist named Jimmie Lee Jackson was shot and killed. ; 3:38.

Alabama Supreme Court Orders Probate Judges To Stop Issuing Marriage Licenses To Same Sex Couples
2015-03-04; 5:45, 7:45, 15:45
Probate judges in Alabama find themselves under competing orders after the Alabama Supreme Court told
them this week to stop issuing marriage licenses to same-sex couples. A gay rights organization says it can't
find any counties now issuing marriage licenses to gay couples and Mobile's probate judge says he won't issue
marriage licenses to anybody. To explain what's happening, WBHM spoke to Henry Corky Strickland about
the order. He's the dean of Samford University's law school. In this interview, Strickland explains what makes
the situation so unusual. ; 6:00.

John Archibald: Latest Order in Gay Marriage Debate
2015-03-05; 6:45, 8:45
Alabama probate judges are again in the crosshairs after a state supreme court order Tuesday telling them not
to issue marriage licenses to gay couples. This is in opposition to a federal judge's ruling overturning
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Alabama's ban on gay marriage. We talk about the situation and emails in the Speaker Mike Hubbard
corruption case with Alabama Media Group columnist John Archibald.; 6:00.

A Letter From Selma, 50 Years Later
2015-03-06; 15:44; 17:44
Saturday, March 7 is the 50th anniversary of Bloody Sunday. That's when police beat marches trying to walk
from Selma to Montgomery in support of voting rights. While people look back at Selma 50 years ago, the
weekly newspaper WELD has published a letter written just 11 days after Bloody Sunday. It offers a unique
insight into what some of the people in Selma thought about those events as they unfolded. WELD editor
Nick Patterson reads from the letter, which he says "offers a pretty significant glimpse into the mind of one
particular facet of the community in Selma."; 6:00.

Capitol Journal Update: 2015 Session Off And Running
2015-03-07;
Alabama lawmakers are off and running now that this year's regular session is underway. The first week
began with the governor's State of the State Address. Meanwhile, legislators are already tangling over some
high-profile bills. We hear details from Alabama Public Television's Don Dailey.; .

Kyle Whitmire: Selma Boos Bentley and Remembering Gene Edelman
2015-03-11; 16:44, 18:44
Thousands of people gathered in Selma last weekend to commemorate the 50th anniversary of Bloody Sunday
and voting rights amrches from Selma to Montgomery. President Barack Obama spoke, along with Georgia
Congressman John Lewis and Alabama Governor Robert Bentley. But, as Alabama Media Group Political
commentator Kyle Whitmire explains, Bentley's reception was less than warm. Whitmire also talks Gene "The
Bean Counter" Edelman and Alabama education. ; 6:00.

John Archibald: Leaving the Birmingham Schools Behind
2015-03-12; 6:45, 8:45
The Birmingham City School District has seen a steady decline of students from a peak of about 75,000 to
only about 25,000 now. It's no secret many families with school-aged children left the school system through
the years, often moving to suburban districts that are seen as having better schools. The move holds extra
significance when the family involved is that of a Birmingham City Councilman.; 5:30.

Nick Patterson: Alabama Middle School Students Visit Selma
2015-03-12; 15:44; 17:44
Thousands gathered in Selma last weekend to commemorate the 50th anniversary of voting rights marches
from Selma to Montgomery. Nick Patterson, editor of the weekly newspaper WELD, tells the story of several
Birmingham middle school students who made the journey to Selma. Plus an update on proposed construction
at Oak Mountain State Park. ; 5:45.

Capitol Journal Update: Same-Sex Marriage, Charter Schools and the Electric Chair
2015-03-13; 6:44, 8:44, 15:44
The Alabama House of Representatives has approved legal protections for those refusing to marry gay or
other couples. Supporters say it will protect judges and others from having to violate their personal beliefs,
those against it say it will lead to discrimination. Alabama Public Television's Don Dailey updates us on that
bill, plus more from the state legislature. ; 5:18.

Issues and Ales: Heroin in Alabama
2015-03-16;
Deaths from heroin overdose have increased dramatically in Alabama, doubling in Jefferson County alone last
year. Heroin is cheaper than ever, and more and more people who are addicted to prescription painkillers are
making the switch, tearing families and communities apart. Why is heroin usage on the rise and what can law
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enforcement, public health officials, families, parents, and teachers do to combat the growing epidemic?
Public Radio WBHM 90.3 FM will explore this topic at 'Issues and Ales: Heroin in Alabama,' Tuesday,
March 24, from 5:30 to 8 p.m. at WorkPlay, 500 23rd St. South, Birmingham.; .

John Archibald: An Impasse Over UAB Football
2015-03-19; 6:45, 8:45
The UAB Blazers play Iowa State University today in the NCAA men's basketball tournament. The
tournament berth and a conference championship fired up Blazer fans and UAB alumni still angry over UAB
President Ray Watts' decision to end the school's football, bowling and rifle teams. The decision may have
been made almost four months ago, but opinions are still charged. That's especially now that an impasse has
emerged around a task force reviewing the numbers used to justify the end of the programs. We talk about it
with Alabama Media Group columnist John Archibald.; 5:35.

Birmingham Chosen For Pilot Program To Strengthen Relationship Between Community and Law
Enforcement
2015-03-19; 16:44, 18:44
Birmingham is one of six cities recently chosen for a pilot program designed to strengthen police and
community relationships. ; 6:06.

Governor Bentley Signs Charter School Bill Into Law
2015-03-20; 6:45, 8:45, 16:45
Governor Robert Bentley has signed a bill to allow charter schools in the state.The governor's spokeswoman
said Bentley signed the GOP-championed bill into law on Thursday. Between the charter schools, the
Alabama Accountability Act and 2-year colleges, it was a big week for education in the Alabama Legislature.
Here to catch us up is Don Dailey. He's the host of Capitol Journal on Alabama Public Television.; 6:00.

Heroin in Alabama: Fighting Heroin Abuse and Overdose Deaths
2015-03-23; 5:44, 7:44, 15:44, 17:44
Heroin use has exploded in Alabama, with heroin-related deaths more than doubling in Jefferson County last
year. All this week, WBHM explores the heroin problem in our series Heroin in Alabama. We'll hear what
schools, law enforcement, the courts, and others are doing to fight heroin abuse and curb overdose deaths. To
start, a look at the scope of the problem and how we got to here.; 3:38.

Heroin in Alabama: How Law Enforcement Is Fighting The Heroin Problem
2015-03-25; 5:44, 7:44, 15:44, 17:44
As heroin use increases in North Central Alabama, law enforcement is taking a hard look at how to stop the
supply, and handle heroin dealers and users. But beyond arresting dealers, they're also often the first on the
scene of heroin overdoses. Les Lovoy reports on how law enforcement officials are juggling drug enforcement
and saving lives.; 4:58.

Kyle Whitmire: Obama To Speak On Payday Lending
2015-03-25; 16:44, 18:44
President Barack Obama visits Birmingham Thursday. He'll speak at Lawson State Community College about
payday lending. It's a big business in Alabama -- one of the states with the most payday lenders per capita. ;
6:00.

Heroin in Alabama: Naloxone Access Bill
2015-03-26; 5:45, 7:45, 15:45
With heroin use increasing in Alabama the last few years, public health leaders are looking for ways to reduce
heroin overdose deaths. Naloxone could be part of it. The drug, more commonly known as Narcan, can
reverse the effects of a heroin overdose if administered to a user in time. It's not addictive nor does it produce
a high. State Representative Allen Treadaway (R-Morris) refers to it as a miracle drug. Treadaway is also a
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Birmingham police captain and he's introduced HB 208 in the Alabama legislature to expand access to
Naloxone.; 3:16.

John Archibald: UAB's Football Decision May Have Been Made Earlier
2015-03-26; 6:45, 8:45
UAB President Ray Watts faces calls for his resignation after documents released this week suggest university
leaders considered announcing the end of the school's football, bowling and rifle programs months earlier than
they did. The documents come from a public relations firm that was devising a strategy for handling the
controversial decision and mentions a task list for an announcement in September. But Watts has said the
decision to kill the football program was not made until shortly before the announcement was actually made
in December. We talk about the situation with Alabama Media Group columnist John Archibald.; 5:30.

Heroin in Alabama: Handling Heroin In The Courts
2015-03-27; 5:44, 7:44, 15:44, 17:44
Heroin related deaths more than doubled last year in Jefferson county. All this week, WBHM has explored
Alabama's heroin problem. With a rise in use of the drug, police report more heroin arrests, and judges say
their dockets are filling up with cases. According to Birmingham's drug court, eight out of ten cases are for
heroin. We conclude our series with a look at the courts. Ashley Cleek followed one addict into the criminal
justice system to see what works and what doesn't.; 4:35.

President Obama Speaks in Birmingham
2015-03-27; 6:55, 8:55
More than a thousand people gathered Thrusday afternoon at Lawson State Community College in
Birmingham to hear a speech by President Barack Obama. He used the visit to promote ideas he says will help
working families and to tout proposed new rules on payday lenders. While the remarks were about policy, for
many people, the fact they heard a sitting president speak in Birmingham represented a once in a lifetime
opportunity.; 2:45.

Capitol Journal Update: Supreme Court Decision Causes Concern
2015-03-27;
Though the Alabama Legislature was on Spring Break this week a ruling by the U.S. Supreme Court has state
lawmakers concerned. On Wednesday a divided Supreme Court said a lower court must review whether
Alabama's Republican-led legislature relied too heavily on race when it redrew the state's voting districts in
2012.; .

A Recovering Addict's Story In Her Own Words
2015-03-28;
Elizabeth Drennen tells the story of how she became addicted to prescription pain medication and then heroin
to Addiction Prevention Coalition student leaders; .

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

WBHM will be off-air tonight
2015-02-26;
WBHM will be making some important infrastructure and IT upgrades that require us to be off the air from 10
p.m. Thursday to 5 a.m. Friday; .

TEDx Birmingham 2015: Move Mountains
2015-03-03; 0745
This weekend, TEDx Birmigham featured the chance to hear individuals sharing their experiences and
passions. WBHM's Michael Krall and Will Dahlberg attended TEDx Birmingham and share their thoughts.; .
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